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USS NORTH DAKOTA proudly displays the ship’s motto, 
“Strength from the Soil, Reapers of the Deep.”  “Strength 
from the soil” is taken from the State of North Dakota Coat of 
Arms and the Governor’s Flag representing the connection 
between the USS NORTH DAKOTA and the State of Nor
Dakota.  “Reapers of the Deep” has a double meaning.  It 
represents both the fighting spirit of the submarine warrior and 
the ties to the state’s farm heritage of reapers, which cut grain
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 and Tomahawk Cruise Missiles, one of the weapons capabilities the USS NORTH 

AKOTA can employ. 

through the ship’s crest is a Virginia Class Submarine representing the sailors 
who man this great warship. 
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The green ribbon on which the motto resides represents the 
agricultural community as well as the colors of the
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The overall shape of the crest is that of an Indian arrowhead
similar to that used on the North Dakota Coat of Arms.  Th
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Prominently displayed on the crest are gold and silver six shooter revolvers.  The front sights of the 
revolvers are formed by the gold and silver dolphins, representing the officer and enlisted submarine warfare 
community.  Additionally, the revolvers represent the two tomahawk payload tubes the ship carries i
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Across the revolver hand grips are the words “Rough Riders.”  This is a salute to the state’s connection to 
President Roosevelt.  The “Rough Riders" were volunteers from the plains during the Spanish American
Members of the North Dakota National Guard as well as President Roosevelt’s Rough Riders served in 
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Across the skyline is the silhouette of the first USS NORTH DAKOTA (BB-29).  BB-29 is additionally 
represented as on of the two gold stars flanking the words, “USS NORTH DAKOT
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In the night sky is the Constellation Orion.  Orion, the hunter, signifie
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Wrapping across the crest is a banner with two Native American tomahawks, representing the state’s Native
American Indian heritage
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